


AA Message From Our Founder
“Cloud. Grid. Virtualization. Optimization. SOA. SaaS.”
IT marketing hype can be confusing.
IT solutions need not be.
They just need to work.

That’s why, at Parabon® Computation, we avoid getting
caught up in the buzzword compliance game.  Instead, we focus on
building great distributed software platforms, development tools and
applications that help our customers solve the hard problems that make
the biggest difference in their business or mission.

In my 25 years as a technologist, I have seen countless companies attempt
to wrap their technologies in the decorative trappings of the newest New
Thing and, ultimately, both they and their customers have ended up
disappointed with the result. When we launched our flagship product, the
Frontier® Grid Platform, over a decade ago, there were no other grid
computing solutions in the marketplace. Yet within five years, the idea of
treating computation as a utility became so popular, even database
vendors began using the term “grid” in their stand-alone product names!

The “cloud computing” bandwagon of today is no different; it will be
replaced by another New Thing in the years ahead, then another. As
always, you can count on Parabon to selectively incorporate the best ideas
and technologies that emerge from these cycles, not because they’re
“cool,” but because we thrive on helping our customers accomplish
increasingly amazing things with our products.

I invite you to explore, in the pages that follow, Frontier and our Frontier-
powered applications. You’ll find that, as a result of 11 years of
development by our passionate and talented team of engineers, we have
the finest grid computing products in the world. If you find something
compelling or would otherwise like more information, visit our website or
contact us directly. We look forward to hearing from you.

Dr. Steven Armentrout
Founder and CEO
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Corporate Overview
� Founded in 1999
� Launched Frontier® in 2000, making it the first commercial

off-the-shelf (COTS) grid solution
� Operates the only brokered, online high-performance

computation service
� Deploys Frontier Enterprise on existing infrastructure to create

secure private grids and clouds
� Has customers in the government, academic, non-profit and

private sectors
� Is a privately held business headquartered in Reston, VA
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Frontier is especially well-suited for data-heavy applications, but
the product can be applied to any application that fits nicely
with the grid computing model, including compute-intensive
codes and distributed command-and-control apps.”

Michael Feldman, Editor
HPC Wire

I hate to use the term 'cloud computing' because I've heard the
term so much and I'm sick of it. But the fact of the matter is this
(Parabon) is a very good cloud computing model and we're going
to save a lot of money doing it. I'm very excited.”

Michael Seablom
Head, Software Integration & Visualization
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
Network World

Doing our computations could take a year on a single machine,
but with [Parabon's grid] it takes about eight hours; it
accelerates the science. So NSF would see this and say, first of
all, it allows you to get conventional results much more quickly.
But furthermore, if you run something in parallel for a year on
1,000 computers, imagine the science you could do.”

Matthew C. Valenti, PhD, Associate Professor
Lane Dept. of Computer Science
West Virginia University
Intellectual Property™ Marketing Advisor


